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atonement, propitiation, election, regeneration, adoption, justification, 
faith, repentance, conversion, discipleship, sanctification, etc. (Many 
Hebrew and Greek terms are discussed which stand behind one English 
word; e.g., “man.”) There are also several helpful appendices. Aramaic 
script (for the Hebrew language) and Greek script are used, but are also 
transliterated. Spilling over with Scripture references and heavily 
footnoted, this work provides more substance than any other two-thirds of 
an inch on one’s bookshelf could provide. It is incomparably substantive 
while also accessible. 

 
- Harris, Archer, and Waltke, Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament 
(1124pp, not so much a dictionary: entries are brief textual-theological surveys of 
terms) 
 
5. Vocabulary guide 

 
a. Stand-alone vocabulary guides often use word frequency concept or 
word group approach 
 
b. Grammars often contain vocabulary lists 
 
c. Flashcards 
 

 Benefit of hard copy cards, writing words, and homophone arrangement 
 
d. Internet resources and flashcard software 

 
6. Grammar 
 
- Barrick and Busenitz, A Grammar for Biblical Hebrew (268pp, rev. 2004, new 
edition in preparation; Dr. Barrick said in December 2015 that they “are about ¾ 

 finished.”) 
 
- Pratico and Van Pelt, Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar (496pp)  
 
- Creager and Alleman, Beginners’ Hebrew Grammar (356pp, 1927, not widely 
available or well known, but a worthy resource) 
 
7. Syntax 
 
- Putnam, Hebrew Bible Insert: A Student’s Guide to the Syntax of Biblical 
Hebrew (64pp, this is a handy, concise guide designed to be pasted inside the 
cover of BHS) 
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- Arnold and Choi, A Guide to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (228pp, like a more bite-
size, more digestible version of Waltke and O’Connor, about as user-friendly as a 
Hebrew syntax can get) 
 
- Waltke and O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (779pp, don’t 

 let the word “introduction” mislead you; this is an extensive, yet approachable 
 resource) 

 
8. Analytical key 
 
- Owens, Analytical Key to the Old Testament (4 vols., parses every word through 

 the entire Old Testament; no advancement beyond modern software, but a handy 
 reference, especially for those who prefer books to software) 

 
9. Thesaurus/synonym book 

 
- Girdlestone, Synonyms of the Old Testament (346pp, contains an excellent 
introduction to the nature and importance of good translation and a study of 27 
most significant word groups with their discriminated synonyms, and their NT 
parallels) 

 
  10. BHS guide 
 

- Scott, A Simplified Guide to BHS (87pp, a guide to the Masora, critical 
apparatus, accents, and other marks in BHS) 

 
  11. Diagramming 
   

- Kantenwein, Diagrammatical Analysis (111pp, tremendously helpful for 
someone new to, or brushing up on, line diagramming; Kantenwein walks through 
the whole procedure, including many examples of diagrammed Scripture) 
 
12. General linguistics and learning the biblical languages (relevant to both 
Hebrew and Greek) 
 
- Silzer and Finley, How Biblical Languages Work: A Student’s Guide to Learning 
Greek and Hebrew (258pp, from the back cover: “An ideal supplement to first-
year Hebrew and Greek grammars, this practical guide makes learning the biblical 
languages a less daunting task. By introducing students to characteristics and 
functions of all human languages, experienced linguists . . . [Silzer and Finley] 
create the basis from which to describe the major features of Hebrew and Greek: 
how the sounds are pronounced, how words are put together, how phrases and 
clauses are structured, how words convey meaning, and how languages change.”) 
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13. Electronic resources (software and internet) 
 
- Logos Bible software 
 
- www.dailydoseofhebrew.com (lessons) 
 
- www.drbarrick.org (papers and lessons) 
 
- www.german-latin-english.com/diagrams.htm (English line diagrams) 
 
- www.blueletterbible.org/wlc/gen/1/1/s_1001 (a Hebrew reverse interlinear with 
audio) 
 
- www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/ptmp3prq.htm (audio of every chapter of the 
Hebrew Scriptures) 

 
VII. Introduction to the Hebrew vowels 
 

Short Vowels 
Class Vowel Name Pronunciation Example 

a : pathach a as in pat P; 
e < seghol e as in pet P, 
i I hireq i as in pit Pi 
o " qamets 

chatuph18 
o as in pot P' 

u U qibbuts u as in put Pu 
 
 
 

Long Vowels 
Class Vowel Name Pronunciation Example 

[a]   [see tsere and 
qamets] 

 

e E tsere ē as in café  pe 
i  y I “hireq-yod” ī as in machine yvi 
o O  /  A  holem19 ō as in hole ho  /  Ah 

[o] 
[   " ] qamets [ō as in hole] h' 

                                                 
18 Qamets chatuph is sometimes listed as an a-class vowel in addition to an o-class vowel. 
 
19 The first is the full-letter holem. Sometimes it is called holem-waw. 

http://www.dailydoseofhebrew.com/
http://www.drbarrick.org/
http://www.german-latin-english.com/diagrams.htm
http://www.blueletterbible.org/wlc/gen/1/1/s_1001
http://www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/ptmp3prq.htm
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u W shureq u as in sure Wv 
 
Pronunciation practice 
 

Dog Cat Men Bratwurst 
D  " g C : t M  < n Br "twurst 
g  " D t : K n  < m Br "twWrst 
gD"  TK; !m, TsrWwTr"B 

   TsrWwTr"B 
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